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ABSTRACT 
Assessment in structural MRI like hippocampal volumetry and white matter 
lesion (WML) assessment is receiving widespread attention and recommen-
dation as important research and diagnostic tools. The aim in this thesis is to 
contribute to enhanced reliability and validity in structural MRI assessment.  
The hypothesis in Paper I was that long-term survivors of head and neck 
cancer with lowered quality of life had radiation induced damage to the 
hippocampus. The main hypothesis in Paper II was that patients with mild 
cognitive impairment subsequently converting to Alzheimer’s or vascular 
dementia had hippocampal atrophy. The main aim in Paper III was to explore 
reliability in three types of WML assessment methods. Manual hippocampal 
volumetry was used in Paper I and II. A visual assessment method, a manual 
segmentation with thresholding method, and an automatic volumetry method 
were used in Paper III. 
Low dose radiation gave no volumetrically discernible damage to the 
hippocampus. Other possible effects of such radiation on the brain remain to 
be explored. Left hippocampal atrophy predicted conversion to dementia, 
which confirms its usefulness as a biomarker. Low reliability for low and 
medium volumes in WML assessment in clinical samples implies a need of 
refined methodology and reliability analysis. 
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